BUFFALO, NY - On **Saturday, March 14, 2020**, Buffalo Arts Studio’s newest fundraising event **Live on Five** will take over the fifth floor of Tri-Main Center with art, music, and more. From 7–11pm, guests are invited to see all there is to see—100,000 square feet of live music, live mural painting, live art-making demos, while exploring more than 40 open artist studios.

Tickets for **Live on Five** can be purchased for $20 prior to the event through Buffalo Arts Studio’s website at: [https://www.buffaloartsstudio.org/events/live-on-five/](https://www.buffaloartsstudio.org/events/live-on-five/)

Guests will start their night at Buffalo Arts Studio, Suite 500, where more than **600** original, 5" x 5" artworks by **191** of Western New York’s most coveted artists will be for sale for only $25. Guests will make the rounds, grab a drink, catch up with old friends, and get to know all of our Tri-Main neighbors who make this creative community so special.

**5"x5" Art Sale Participating Artists**
Bruce Adams, Angella Aliaga, Evelyn Angier Allen, Amble Design (Tim Patch, Alexandra Sperrazza) Joanna Angie, Monica Angle, Morgan Arnett, Aspire iExpress, WNY, Colleen Ayson, Carolyn Baach, Jozef Bajus, Sheila Barcik, Mary Begley, Annie Beilski, Obsidian Bellis, Madeleine Bergman, Dennis Bertram, Amanda Besl, Andrew Biggie, Julia Bottoms, Karen Buchner, David Buck, Barbara Buckman, Tricia Butski, Colleen Buzzard, Amy Capalbo, Michelle Capizzi, Claudia Carballada, Diane Cardarelli, Jay Carrier, Millie Chen, Linda Chodos, Tanya Chutko, Jean Clemens, Charles Clough, Don Clutterbuck, David Corbett, Pam Cox, Frannie Cratin, Robin Crawford, Devon Cudmore, Gus Dana, Janet Deese, Michael Degnan, Caitlin Deibel, Suzann Denny, Dianna Derhak, Matt Duquette, Kasey Edgerton, Jack Edson, Dylan England, Eric Evinczik, Robbi Fabretti, Sean Favata, Jill Favata, Corinne Favata, Emma Ferguson, Dorothy Fitzgerald, Robert Fleming, Josh Flores, Patrick Foran, Staff and Students of The Foundry, Fotini Galanes, Christopher Galley, Jo Galley, Sam Gartz, Sussan Giallombardo, Maggie Giamo,
Live Painting in Community Space (Suite 500)
Claudia Carballada
Travis Keller
Edreys Wajed
Alexa Wajed
Sara Zak
Muhammad Zaman

Live Ceramics Demonstrations in Ceramics (Suite 508)
Andrea Pawarski
Nancy Thayer

Tenant Participation
Over 20 suites on the fifth floor will be open to the public, including interactive activities and unique retail presented by creative businesses like 26 Shirts, Store 716, and You Gotta Know Games. In addition, service organizations like VOICE Buffalo, First Hand Learning, Inc., and Full Circle Family Services will exhibit artwork and activities created by their employees, volunteers, and clients. Artists including Frannie Cratin, William Koch, Betty Leader, Erin Long, Nancy Tobin, Dorothy Keller, David Durner, Martha Marlette, Barbara Hart, Ruth McCarthy, Chris Hannah Walsh, and the 32 Studio Artists inside Buffalo Arts Studio will open their spaces and share their work with the public.

Performers
Americana Raga: Padmanabha/Strongmen Duo, Curtis Lovell, Pine Fever, and Jeremiah McClain will perform in the Joanna Angie Gallery inside Buffalo Arts Studio, Suite 500. Deadwolf, Baby Machines, and Lesionread will take over a large, empty suite at the other end of the fifth floor of TriMain. Elena Erokhina, Nickel City String Band, Dennis Duling, and Andrew Biggie will perform inside artist studios, and Banjo Juice Jazz Band, Welks Mice, and Baby Machines will perform in interesting nooks throughout the evening.

Performing Acts (by time)
7:00pm
Jeremiah McClain
Dennis Duling Jazz Piano
Banjo Juice Jazz Band
Suite 500
Suite 502
Suite 530 (Hallway)
7:30pm  Baby Machines  Suite 555
        Keith C. Richards & Delaney Reid  Suite 516

8:00pm  Americana Raga: Padmanabha/Strongmen Duo  Suite 500
        Elena Erokhina  Suite 502
        Nickel City String Band  Suite 551

8:30pm  Welks Mice  Suite 530 (Hallway)
        Lesionread  Suite 555

9:00pm  Pine Fever  Suite 500
        Andrew Biggie  Suite 551
        Keith C. Richards & Delaney Reid  Suite 516

9:30pm  Deadwolf  Suite 555

10:00pm Curtis Lovell  Suite 500

Food, Wine and Beer

Each bar will include Cabernet Sauvignon and Pinot Grigio for our red and white wine options and Community Beer Works will offer Let’s Go Pils and That IPA as our beer options

Pattaya Street Food
Papaya Salad - $5
3 Veggie Samosas - $5
2 Chicken Samosas - $5
Sesame Cookie - $1

Kiosko Latino
Beef and Cheese Pastelillo- $4
Pizza Pastelillo -$3
Mexican Street Style Corn - $3
Churros $2
Veggie Taco, Beef Taco, or Chicken Taco - $4

Live on Five Sponsors:
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